
From:  The Chief Administrator  
HUDA (Town Planning Wing) 
Panchkula 

To 
1 All the Administrators HUDA Panchkiula, Rohtak, Faridabad, 
Gurgaon ,Hisar. 
2. All the Senior Town Planners Panchkula, Rohtak, Faridabad, 
Gurgaon, HUDA Gurgaon, Hisar 
3. All the District Town Planners Panchkula, Ambala, Kurukshetra, 
Yamuna Nagar, Karnal, Panipat, Rohtak, Jhajjar, Faridabad, Mewat, 
Gurgaon, Jind, Hisar, Fatehabad, Sirsa, Kaithal. 

 
  Memo no. CTP HUDA/DTP (N) 16262-292  Dated: 11/12/07 
 
Subject:  Computerization Programme of HUDA-up gradation of demarcation 

plans and assigning unique property numbers. 

A review meeting was held under the chairmanship of Sh. T.C. Gupta IAS, 

Chief Administrator, HUDA on 16.11.07 at Karnal. It was decided that in view of the 

Computerization Programme of HUDA, all the Demarcation plans are to be checked and 

updated by the DTP concerned so that the approvals of Part Plans obtained from time to 

time are incorporated in the main demarcation plan. Also a unique property number may 

be assigned to each and every site provided in the  emarcation plan (including ) parks, un-

determined use pockets, reserved for HUDA land or to be planned later on pockets, 

community facilities like schools, community centre, dispensary etc. nursing homes, 

clinics, religious buildings, social and charitable sites, tube wells etc. A list of category 

code/sub-category code for different categories of properties has been supplied by IT Cell 

of HUDA and copy of the same is enclosed herewith. You are requested to assign unique 

property numbers to various kinds of properties as per the category code and sub-category 

code mentioned in the list.  

CA HUDA observed that possession of a number of plots in various urban 

estates is held up due to passage of HT lines over those plots. Therefore, in order to ensure 

that no plots get carved out under the influence zone of HT lines,n future a copy of the 

plane table survey clearly showing the HTlines/pylons should accompany the layout/part 

layout plan sent to CTPHUDA for approval. Also whenever any proposal for approval of 

layout/ demarcation/ zoning/ carving out of site etc is sent by zonal Administrators to 

CTP, HUDA, four prints of the same must be sent invariably. 

It was also decided that in future layout plans/demarcation plans/zoning 

plans of all the sectors shall be prepared separately instead of clubbing two or 

three sectors in one layout plan/demarcation plans/zoning plans. 

You are requested to follow the above instructions meticulously. 
                         Sd/- 
           District Town Planner 

For Chief Administrator, HUDA,  
 


